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Eye Position Information on CT Increases the
Identification of Acute Ischemic Hypoattenuation
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: It is possible that identification of eye deviation may sensitize a scan
reader to early brain hypodensity associated with an arterial occlusive process. Our aim was to
investigate the value of observing eye deviation on blinded CT identification of early hypoattenuation
following ischemic infarct.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Two staff and 2 fellow neuroradiologists reviewed 75 brain CT scans
obtained within 3 hours of acute ischemia from subjects in the Interventional Management of Stroke
Study. Films were reviewed 3 months apart, the first time with tape over the eyes on the images, the
second with the eyes visible. Readers were asked if early hypoattenuation in the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) distribution or if a hyperattenuated MCA was present. � statistics were calculated to determine
agreement among the 4 readers and between each of the 2 readings by the same reader, not only for
the original interpretation of the blinded study neuroradiologist but also for the Alberta Stroke Program
Early CT Score (ASPECTS) for each subject assigned by an unblinded expert panel. A generalized
estimating equations modeling approach was used to look at the overall effect of including eye
information for agreement between interpretations.

RESULTS: Eye information availability was associated with improved agreement for detection of early
ischemic hypoattenuation not only among the 4 readers but also between the 4 readers and both the
blinded study neuroradiologist (P � .02) and the unblinded expert ASPECTS panel. When comparing
first and second readings for hypoattenuation, we also noted increased mean values for sensitivity
(46.8% first, 56.5% second), specificity (78.2%, 80.2%), positive predictive value (72.0%, 80.7%),
negative predictive value (55.5%, 61.0%), and percentage agreement (61.0%, 67.5%).

CONCLUSION: Observation of CT eye deviation significantly improves reader identification of acute
ischemic hypoattenuation.

Conjugate eye deviation (CED) is defined as equal sustained
deviation of both globes from a midline position toward

the same side. CED occurs in an estimated 20% of patients
with cerebral hemispheric stroke.1 The sign is generally a result
of damage to the frontal eye fields, a cortical area in the caudal
part of the middle frontal gyrus, or its corticopontine projec-
tions.2 Eye deviation may occasionally be related to neglect of
1 visual field, as well. Tijssen et al3 confirmed that CED is a
prognostic indicator for poorer short-term mortality and dis-
ability rates in patients with stroke. CT demonstrated that
CED reliably lateralizes to the ischemic hemisphere with a
93% positive predictive value.4

CT hypoattenuation of the lenticular nucleus, insula, cau-
date, internal capsule, or cerebral cortex is an early imaging
sign of brain infarction. Early hypoattenuation and a hyperat-
tenuated middle cerebral artery (HMCA) sign have been dem-
onstrated to be independent prognostic factors for neurologic
deterioration or poorer outcome postinfarct.5 HMCA is a
well-recognized sign that indicates thromboembolus in the
middle cerebral artery (MCA) and has been correlated with
larger neurologic deficits and larger infarcts.6

The ability to detect early hypoattenuation on CT may be
important in predicting a patient’s neurologic outcome

and/or response to therapy. CED has not yet been demon-
strated to help identify hypoattenuation on CT. Experience
has led us to hypothesize that inspection for eye deviation
might prospectively sensitize the observer to the presence of
early acute hypoattenuation in the absence of specific clinical
information, which may be totally lacking, incomplete, or
confusing. This analysis investigates the impact of eye devia-
tion information availability on blinded CT identification of
early hypoattenuation of acute cerebral infarction.

Methods
Two staff neuroradiologists and 2 neuroradiology fellows trained in

the radiology department of our active stroke diagnosis and treatment

center (the readers) reviewed 75 baseline CT hardcopy films, obtained

within 3 hours of acute ischemia from subjects in the Interventional

Management of Stroke Study (IMS I).7 Scans were submitted from 15

centers, obtained at 22 hospitals on 29 different CT scanners. Five

additional baseline scans were deemed either of insufficient quality

for study analysis or did not include the globes. The readers were

blinded to the clinical data of the side of the suspected ischemia.

Films were reviewed by the 4 readers at time points 3 months

apart, the first time with tape over the eyes on the images, the second

time with the eyes visible. Readers were told that they were evaluating

CT scans of subjects with acute stroke in IMS I and were asked to

record the presence or absence of early hypoattenuation and the side

if hypoattenuation was present. Readers were also asked if an HMCA

was present and on which side.

Agreement statistics, � or intraclass correlation, were calculated to

determine agreement between readings. Interpretation of the � statis-

tics was the following: 0 – 0.4, poor; 0.4 – 0.7, good; and �0.7, excel-

lent agreement. Specifically, the intraclass correlation was used to
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assess identification of hypoattenuation for each time point among

the 4 readers. The � statistic was used to assess agreement between

each of the 2 readings by the same reader; to compare the readers with the

original blinded hypoattenuation interpretation of the IMS neuroradi-

ologist (T.A.T); and to compare the readers with baseline Alberta Stroke

Program Early CT Score (ASPECTS) � 10 (indicating some hypoattenu-

ation in the MCA distribution), as determined by a previous expert AS-

PECTS reading panel, who were unblinded to the clinical side of involve-

ment.8,9 A generalized estimating equations modeling approach was

used to look at the overall effect of including eye information for

agreement between readers and the study neuroradiologist.10

To establish the IMS neuroradiologist’s interpretation of the pres-

ence of hypoattenuation as a valid comparator with the study readers,

we also compared his baseline blinded interpretation with the un-

blinded interpretations of the ASPECTS panel. In addition, his read-

ing was compared with 24-hour infarct side and infarct volumes (as

measured digitally by using Cheshire software; G. Ramadas, personal

communication, 2006), which might be considered indicators of the

true-positive side and severity of infarct. The Wilcoxon rank sum test

was used to compare volumes due to the non-normal distribution.

Results
Early hypoattenuation was identified on the side of subse-
quent CT infarct by at least 2 of the 4 study readers in 35/75
(47%), 3 of the 4 study readers (a simple majority) in 18/75
(24%), and all 4 in 9/75 (12%) for the eyes-available reading.
The blinded IMS neuroradiologist identified early hypoat-
tenuation in 41/75 (54.7%) scans. The unblinded ASPECTS
reading panel identified ASPECTS � 10 (indicating some hy-
poattenuation in the MCA distribution) in 61/75 (81.3%).

Comparing readers to each other (inter-rater reliability), we
found that individual � agreements for the eyes-covered reading
ranged from 0.1 to 0.38, with an associated intraclass correlation
of 0.181. With eyes uncovered, the � statistics improved, ranging
from 0.18 to 0.50 with an intraclass correlation of 0.183.

The range of agreement between each reader’s first and sec-
ond interpretation and the study neuroradiologist’s interpreta-
tion is shown in Table 1. The availability of eye information (sec-
ond reading) was associated with significant improvement of
agreement between the readers and the study neuroradiologist
for early ischemic hypoattenuation (P � .02). Twenty-four-hour
infarct volume in subjects with no hypoattenuation as deter-
mined by the study neuroradiologist was 21.4 mL, and for those
with hypoattenuation, 61.3 mL (P � .004).

� statistics for agreement for interpretations of the 4 study
readers to the unblinded ASPECTS panel also increased from
readings with eyes covered to readings with eyes uncovered
(Table 2). The agreement was significant for 2 (P � .01) or 3
(P � .008) areas of involvement (ASPECTS � 9 and � 8,
respectively). A similar trend with eyes uncovered for
ASPECTS � 7 was observed.

The study neuroradiologist and the readings of the ASPECTS

panel demonstrated increasing agreement for decreasing
ASPECTS or for more areas of hypoattenuation. Table 3 includes
� statistics for agreement of the original blinded interpretation of
the study neuroradiologist versus the ASPECTS of the unblinded
panel. Agreement of the study neuroradiologist’s blinded reading
ranged from 0.25 for ASPECTS �10 and increased for each point
decrease in ASPECTS up to 0.51 for ASPECTS � 7.

All 4 study readers improved their sensitivity, specificity, pos-
itive predictive values, and accuracy of interpretations with the
3-month interval delay and the availability of eye-deviation infor-
mation. When comparing readers’ first and second readings for
hypoattenuation, we noted increased mean values for sensitivity
(46.8% first, 56.5% second), specificity (78.2%, 80.2%), positive
predictive value (72.0%, 80.7%), negative predictive value
(55.5%, 61.0%), and percentage agreement (61.0%, 67.5%).
There was no differential effect of the presence of eye deviation for
the change from first to second readings for experienced neuro-
radiologists compared with neuroradiology fellows.

HMCA was identified by at least 3 of 4 study readers in 31/75
(41.3%) subjects, but the availability of eye information (second
reading) was not associated with significant improvement in
agreement between the readers for HMCA (P � .42). The study
neuroradiologist identified HMCA in 37.3% (28/75) of scans.

Discussion
Our results strongly suggest that availability of CT eye devia-
tion information is useful in identifying hypoattenuation,
even without knowledge of the patient’s clinical data of sug-
gested infarct side. Any sensitization to acute hypoattenuation
may expedite the diagnosis of ischemic infarct, particularly in
cases in which a patient’s clinical data may be unclear, confus-
ing, or absent. In some patients, an earlier imaging diagnosis
may translate into earlier intervention.

Eye deviation on CT need not indicate cerebral hemisphere
pathology. Definitive deviation is seen in approximately 10%
and minimal deviation, in another 10% of all CT examinations
(P. Minshew, unpublished data, 2004), even in patients with-
out ischemia. Patients may be looking in several directions
spontaneously. Involvement of the pontine gaze center by ver-

Table 1: � statistics for agreement (ranges of 4 observers versus
the study NR)

Reading 1
vs 2

Reading 1 vs
Study NR

Reading 2 vs
Study NR

Acute hypoattenuation 0.30–0.48 0.14–0.34 0.32–0.38
HMCA 0.56–0.81 0.48–0.63 0.59–0.70

Note:—NR indicates neuroradiologist; HCMA, hyperattenuated middle cerebral artery.

Table 2: � statistics for agreement (ranges of 4 observers) versus
the ASPECTS of an unblinded 3-person concensus panel

Reading 1 vs
Panel

Reading 2 vs
Panel P*

Acute hypoattenuation vs
ASPECTS � 9 0.07–0.27 0.20–0.41 .01
ASPECTS � 8 0.10–0.35 0.25–0.58 .008
ASPECTS � 7 0.22–0.51 0.42–0.45 .14

Note:—NR indicates neuroradiologist; ASPECTS, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score.
* P value for change in agreement from reading 1 to reading 2.

Table 3: � for agreement of the original blinded interpretation of
the study NR versus the unblinded ASPECTS designation of the 3-
person panel

Comparison � (CI)
Study NR versus

ASPECTS � 10 0.25 (0.08–0.43)
ASPECTS � 9 0.41 (0.21–0.60)
ASPECTS � 8 0.44 (0.24–0.65)
ASPECTS � 7 0.51 (0.32–0.70)

Note:—NR indicates neuroradiologist; CI, confidence interval; ASPECTS, Alberta Stroke
Program Early CT Score.
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tebrobasilar arterial occlusive disease may also cause eye devi-
ation, but on the side opposite the brain involvement. Our
population group included patients with 3 vertebrobasilar in-
farcts without eye deviation and without identified hypoat-
tenuation by any reader, effectively serving as no-hemisphere-
infarct internal controls.

In attempting to analyze the effect of eye information on
interpretation, we found that no true gold standard of acute
CT hypoattenuation exists. Comparing the readers’ interpre-
tations with 24-hour CT infarct development does not ensure
that the hypoattenuation was present at baseline. Comparing
the blinded readers’ interpretations with the study neuroradi-
ologist’s blinded interpretation is potentially flawed, where
one, the other, or both might be in error. Comparing the
blinded readers’ interpretations with the study neuroradiolo-
gist’s blinded interpretation is perhaps more legitimate than
comparing them with the unblinded ASPECTS reading pan-
el’s interpretation, in which clinical history might contribute
to over-reading of hypoattenuation by the panel.

To assess the reliability of the study neuroradiologist’s in-
terpretation as a legitimate standard for comparison with the 4
study readers, we compared the study neuroradiologist’s
blinded readings with the unblinded scores of the 3-person
ASPECTS reading panel and subsequent development of
larger infarcts on 24-hour CT on the appropriate side. The
legitimacy of using the study neuroradiologist’s blinded inter-
pretations is indeed supported by his level of correlation to the
ASPECTS reading panel. Such comparison of the study neu-
roradiologist to the ASPECTS panel also allows assessment of
the study neuroradiologist’s potential bias caused by knowl-
edge of the study group (ie, it evaluates any tendency to iden-
tify hypoattenuation where none may exist in a known major
stroke population). In fact, the study neuroradiologist’s
blinded interpretations appear conservative, identifying hy-
poattenuation in 57.3% of subjects compared with 81.3% in
the unblinded ASPECTS panel. Correlation of the presence of
early hypoattenuation to larger 24-hour infarct volumes also
supports the use of the study neuroradiologist’s interpretation
as a legitimate comparison with the readers’ interpretations,
insofar as his assignment of early hypoattenuation was associ-
ated with subsequent development of a significantly larger
stroke volume at 24 hours on the appropriate side.

The availability of eye information improved readers’
agreement with both the study neuroradiologist and the
ASPECTS panel. Agreement with the ASPECTS panel was not
uniform across all ASPECTS, however. Eye information did
not improve agreement for hypoattenuation for ASPECTS �
10 or where at least a single area was involved. It did improve
agreement where at least 2 or 3 areas were involved (ASPECTS
� 8 or � 9), suggesting some inability or reluctance for these
blinded readers to identify single or small areas of involve-
ment, yet the ability and or willingness to do so when more
than 1 area was involved. Lack of significance for ASPECTS �
7 suggests that observers were not aided by eye deviation when
4 or more ASPECTS zones of hypoattenuation were evident;
larger hypoattenuation in effect negated the visual aid. The �
scores for ASPECTS � 7 were narrow in range (0.42– 0.45),
suggesting that some readers may have been aided more than
others by greater hypoattenuation.

The � agreement levels among the various reader groups

were relatively low in these analyses. The nature of the scan
population, in which scans were obtained with variable tech-
niques at multiple centers on multiple scanners generally un-
familiar to the readers, may contribute greatly to levels of
agreement observed. Comparing blinded and unblinded in-
terpretations might be expected to lead to lower agreements
for this subjective evaluation as well.

Identification of HMCA did not differ significantly with
eyes uncovered on the second study. This may be an indication
that readers were not merely improving their CT readings of
findings with time, after an additional 3 months of experience.
Of past studies that specifically analyzed hypoattenuation and
HMCAs, prevalence values were 20%–70% and 28%, respec-
tively.11-13 That our readers’ observations lie within the his-
toric ranges for both signs suggests that knowledge of the
stroke population does not appear to have created reader bias
and increased rates of identification spuriously.

Previous data suggest that though interobserver agreement
for acute hypoattenuaton is good, intraobserver agreement may
be low.14 Attention to the presence of CED may be useful in sen-
sitizing the reader to early hypoattenuation, having increased in-
traobserver and interobserver agreement in our analysis.

Conclusion
This exploratory analysis suggests that attention to eye devia-
tion information on CT scans improves reader sensitivity to
and identification of acute ischemic hypoattenuation. This
positive improvement may provide clinical utility.
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